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Our Distinctive Christian School Values are :
Compassion
Community
Justice
Equality
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Our Christian Value for this half term is EQUALITY
Equality is about valuing our diversity, which is about
ensuring individuals or groups of individuals are not
treated differently, on the basis of their specific
protected characteristic, including areas of race,
gender, disability, religion or belief and age.
Diversity aims to recognise, respect and value people’s
differences to contribute and realise their full potential by
promoting an inclusive culture for all.
FAMILY VALUES COLOUR TEAM POINTS
Design and draw a fish on A4 paper or card including
your name on the fish. Make your fish as unique as you
and think about what equality means whilst you are
drawing and colouring.
Your fish will join the
display board in the library.

‘We may all be
different fish but in
this school we all
swim together’
EQUALITY

As a school we will be learning about equality
and diversity through collective worships and
class discussions :
As we explore it with the children, we will
discuss respect and fairness, diversity in our
society, considering our similarities and
differences, and the implications of prejudice
and discrimination.
We can promote equality and diversity by:








treating all fairly
creating an inclusive culture for all
opportunities for all to fully
participate in learning
enabling all to develop to their full
potential
equipping all with the skills to
challenge inequality and
discrimination
making certain that any learning
materials are accessible to all

EVERYONE’S RIGHT
& RESPONSIBILITY
‘Creating a safe and happy environment where each child can grow
academically, socially, spiritually and emotionally.’

‘Creating a safe and happy environment where each child can grow
academically, socially, spiritually and emotionally.’

